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Fermion mass hierarchy in SM  leads to a huge spread in the Yukawa coupling values.  

 

Still a puzzle that drives several BSM ideas….   

      Why is                         

ℒ ∼ Yij f̄iL ϕ fjR

Overview
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Neutrinos were happy to be massless in SM but not experimentally. 

Simplest extension would be to add a right-handed singlet   like all 
SM fermions, for them to get mass. 

Introduces a bigger spread in Yukawa couplings      - 

(νR)

Yν ∼ 10−11 Yt ∼ 1
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ℒ ∼ Yνij
ℓ̄iL ϕ νjR



Simply adding the singlet is not very interesting phenomenologically. 

 Seesaw mechanisms of  tiny neutrino mass generation spiced up matters 

   

Seesaw seen in many avatars with  

New exotic scalars and fermions led to rich phenomenology 

Can we reverse the narration for all fermion masses? Seesaw for all fermion 
masses?  

Universal seesaw models based on    

      gauge symmetries - add VL singlet fermions and scalar doublets 

Yν ∼ 10−10 − 𝒪(1)

SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R ⊗ U(1)B−L
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Berezhiani PLB (1983), Davidson, Wali PRL (1987, 1988)
Chang, Mohapatra PRL (1987), Babu, Mohapatra PRL (1989)

ℒ ∼ Yνij
ℓ̄iL ϕ νjR +

1
2

νc
iR Mij νjR



ℒY ∼ YFDF χ F + MF FF

Berezhiani PLB (1983), Davidson, Wali PRL (1987, 1988)
Chang, Mohapatra PRL (1987), Babu, Mohapatra PRL (1989)



Inherits all the good things of  left-right symmetry models: 

     Parity symmetry, no strong CP problem, naturally generates light neutrino mass 

 Seesaw mechanism is extended to the charged fermion sector   

No need for a more exotic triplet scalar sector 

Yukawa couplings range can be much smaller  

We focus on a lepton specific universal seesaw model based on 

    

     

Yν ∼ 10−3 − 𝒪(1)

SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R ⊗ U(1)B−L
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MODEL AND LAGRANGIAN

Quarks and leptons are all doublets   

 Higgs doublets under  :  

 for leptons    and for quarks  

No bidoublet - new fermion singlets are needed to generate their masses 

Fermion singlet leptons    and singlet quarks  

A discrete symmetry to prevent  from coupling to quarks

QL/R , lL/R

SU(2)L , SU(2)R

HlL L , HlR R HQL L , HQR R

EL/R , NL/R UL/R , DL/R

HlL L , HlR R
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Mixing between SM and heavy states 
very small except top quark.

Right-handed component of top quark 
almost entirely from singlet.

M33
u ∼ 400 GeV

The heavier top-partner which is singlet  
dominated can contribute to  decay due  
to it being lighter than the other exotics and 
the right CKM mixing structure   

WR

( ≤ 1%)
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A. Dey, R. Rahaman. SKR (2207.06857)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.06857


lepton subjet fraction of each lepton is defined as the ratio of the lepton 
 to its associated subjet pT pT

 :  invariant mass of the subjet including the lepton  
:  mass of the hadronic component only

msj
msj−ln





A. Dey, R. Rahaman. SKR (2207.06857)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.06857


  sensitivity with  data in the 2 & 3 fatjet signal. 

Significant improvement over same-sign (isolated) charged lepton 
searches in left-right symmetry model. 

Resonant production is crucial for the signal rates and therefore 
signal is sensitive to the scale of  right-handed current mediator. 

Role of  scalar mediators in the cascades can give more 
interesting final states.

3σ 600 fb−1



Universal seesaw models put all fermion masses under a common 
umbrella 

The simplest extension that works well is based on a left-right 
symmetric framework 

Minimal extension includes addition of  scalar doublets and singlet 
vector-like fermions in the spectrum beyond SM 

Interesting signals present at colliders if  the new states are 
kinematically accessible.



T. Ghosh, R. Rahaman. SKR (2308.10314)

What if  we had a more exotic triplet scalar sector but it turned out to be fermiophobic? 

The neutrino mass is still generated via seesaw

https://arxiv.org/abs/2308.10314




- The e+e−C and μC will have a significantly improved performance compared to the LHC. 
- For the higher masses the LHC sensitivity begins to drop — difficult to observe the 4ℓ and 6ℓ final state at LHC beyond 

a mass of about 450 GeV. 
- The e+e−C and μC on the other hand will be able to observe the h++  for much heavier mass, limited only by the 

energy reach. 
- For example, the e+e−C cross-section is 18.7 times larger than the LHC for mh++ = 500 GeV, and for the μC, it is 10 

times larger than the LHC. 
- With a cleaner environment in a lepton collider (e+e−C and μC), the number of events in the 4ℓ and 6ℓ final states will 

be even more than the LHC case with similar integrated luminosity.

PROSPECT AT FUTURE LEPTON COLLIDERS
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